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ABOUT

TECHNICAL SKILLS

After finishing my studies in communication
and graphic design in France, I went to Spain to
study Spanish. Currently I am a freelance graphic
designer in Barcelona. My curiosity, sensitivity
and persistence helped me to find a place in this
competitive industry.
So far I worked for point of sales: branding,
graphics applications, visual management of
blogs and socials networks… These last years,
i focus my work on Editorial design, for the
fashion and skincare industry. My areas of interest are graphic
management and edition.

Photoshop
Illustrator
Indesign
Webdesign
Editorial Design
Branding
Packaging
Editorial
Creativity
Willpower

WORK EXPERIENCE
FREELANCE // SINCE 2008, BARCELONA

INOXCROM // 2008 (2 MONTHS) BARCELONA

Branding & visual content management
of blogs and social media: Gual chocolate
shop, Mertxesites haberdashery, Liligriottine
handmade artist

Visual graphics applied to office Supply

FREELANCE // IN COLLABORATION WITH ARTIS
SINCE 2008 BARCELONA

TONICVISION // 2007-2008 (6 MONTHS) BARCELONA

- Creative direction, editorial design and
content management of Peio le Mag & Beauty
by Peio, fashion and beauty magazines of the
fashion mall Peio Mode (Basque Country)
- Creations of visuals medias for points of sales:
trade marketing, consumer promo, advertising...

GAELCO // 2008 (2 MONTHS) BARCELONA
Creation of templates for a game: the diana

Visual media creations for company
communication (practice)

DOUBLE JE // 2006 (3 MONTHS) MARSEILLE
Graphic supports creations and
communication tips (practice)

EDUCATION

THINGS I ENJOY

2007-2008 SCHOOL ESPAI - BARCELONA
Webdesign training

2005-2006 ESCOME - AIX-EN-PROVENCE
HANDCRAFT

TRAVELLING

MIYAZAKI FILMS

DANCING

DEESCOM : European Bachelor of Arts in
Communication

2003-2006 ESCOME - AIX-EN-PROVENCE

LET’S TALK!
french

spanish

english

catalan

License (3 years university degree) in Business
Communications, graphic design & creative
advertising speciality

2003 LYCEE GEORGES DUBY - LUYNES
Baccalauréat (french high-school diploma)
in Literature, arts history speciality

